Cyclovirobuxine D inhibits the currents of HERG potassium channels stably expressed in HEK293 cells.
Cyclovirobuxine D (CVB-D) has been widely used for treatment of cardiac insufficiency and arrhythmias in China. The antiarrhythmic and proarrhythmic potential of this drug might be concerned with prolongation of action potential duration and QT interval. Human-ether-a-go-go-related gene (HERG) has an important role in the repolarization of the cardiac action potential. This study investigated for the first time the effect of CVB-D on HERG channels stably expressed in HEK293 cells using the whole-cell patch-clamp technique. CVB-D inhibited HERG current (IHERG) in a concentration-dependent manner with an IC50 of 19.7 μM. IHERG blockade required channel activation and was time-dependent, suggesting an open channel block. Moreover, IHERG inhibition by CVB-D was relieved by depolarization to a highly positive membrane potential (+80 mV) that favored HERG channel inactivation. These findings suggested that CVB-D inhibit HERG channels in the open states. CVB-D had no effect on HERG current kinetics. Thus, we conclude that CVB-D inhibits HERG encoded potassium channels and this action might be a molecular mechanism for the previously reported APD prolongation and QT interval prolongation with this drug.